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HE 1

MATERIAL AT THE LBJ LIBRARY PERTAINING TO

ALCOHOLISM
INTRODUCTION
This list includes the principal files in the Johnson Library that contain material relating to Alcoholism. It
is not definitive, however, and researchers should consult with the Library's archivists about other
potentially useful files. The guide includes those collections that have been opened for research in part or
in whole, and those collections that are currently unprocessed or unavailable.

WHITE HOUSE CENTRAL FILES (WHCF)
This permanent White House office was the main filing unit during the Johnson presidency, though not
the primary file for foreign policy documents. Material was filed under 60 major subject headings,
several of which are pertinent to Alcoholism.
Box #
FI, Finance
FI 11-3, Alcohol-Taxes (Ex)
FI 11-3, Alcohol-Taxes (Gen)
HE, Health
HE 1, Diseases-Alcoholism (Ex)
HE 1, Diseases-Alcoholism
SO, Social Affairs
SO/CM/Liquor (Ex & Gen)

58
58 – 59
6–7
7
2

WHITE HOUSE CENTRAL FILES CONFIDENTIAL FILE
Arranged in the same subject categories as the WHCF Subject File, this file contains security classified or
otherwise sensitive material. The CF Name File serves as a name index to the CF Subject File. This
collection also includes agency reports and oversize attachments. The CF is entirely processed, but
portions are still classified.

C.F. FI 11-3, Alcohol-Taxes
C.F. HE 1
C.F. SO/CM/Liquor

Box #
44
54

WHITE HOUSE CENTRAL FILES NAME FILE
This file serves as a name index to the Subject File. Name Files, in general, contain copies of the first
page of documents (used as cross references) filed in the Subject Files. Request files by name of
individual or organization. There is a card file in the Reading Room card catalogue indicating those
Name Files that are already available for research.

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAA)
Request other names of persons/organizations involved in programs to combat alcohol abuse.

TASK FORCE REPORTS
The term "task force" as used during the Johnson Administration, refers to a working group whose goal
was the formulation of specific policy recommendations for the upcoming year. The following task
forces contain some recommendations and information pertaining to Alcoholism.

1966 Task Force on Law Enforcement, Juvenile Delinquency, and Narcotics
1968 Task Force on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice

Box #
17
28

OFFICE FILES OF THE WHITE HOUSE AIDES
Many White House aides maintained office files of their own, separate physically from the rest of the
White House Central Files. The files of each aide reflect his or her responsibilities. This list is not
definitive, but it does include most pertinent folders in the aides files. If a folder is not open for research,
it will be processed upon request. Researchers should anticipate a delay in receiving this material.
Consult finding aid in Reading Room for appropriate folder titles in Aide’s Files.

FEDERAL RECORDS
The use of these records is subject to the policies of the agency of origin. Some materials, including the
majority of the records of temporary commissions, committees, and conferences, are available without
restriction. Other materials can bee seen only with the permission of the agency of origin or are closed
due to security classifications.
Box #
President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice
Task Force on Drunkenness, Series II
General Report, Series IV
[Also see FG 763, Katzenbach Commission]

188 – 192
70 – 83

RECORDINGS AND TRANSCRIPTS OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS
The collection includes over 6,000 recordings of conversations with members of Congress, other public
officials, foreign leaders, members of the press, friends and family. Conversations concerning alcoholism
are scattered throughout the collection. A detailed finding aid, including descriptions of individual
conversations, is available on the Johnson Library web site. The Recordings are available at the
University of Virginia’s Miller Center web site (http://www.whitehousetapes.net/).

ORAL HISTORIES
Transcripts of oral history interviews may be consulted at the Library or borrowed through interlibrary
loan by writing to the Interlibrary Loan Archivist, Lyndon B. Johnson Library, 2313 Red River Street,
Austin, Texas 78705. Interviews with the following people contain material on Alcoholism. And are
open for research. Interviews marked (wp) require written permission. Contact the Interlibrary Loan
Archivist regarding the procedure. A complete list of oral histories is available and is maintained in a
card file in the Reading Room.
Name of Interviewee(s)
Katzenbach, Nicholas deB.
Consult card catalog drawer in Reading Room for additional interviewees.

Accession Number and
Interview # (if known)

